
Fishing aboard the Code Blue
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in Muskegon and aboard the Code Blue from Capt Greg...<br />       <p>Fishing is an enduring
American tradition for people of all ages and walks of life.� Fishing Lake Michigan offers the
angler the opportunity to catch some Michigan�s largest and hardest fighting fish around.� In
addition some of the finest table fare you can ask for.� Muskegon is centered in some of finest
salmon and trout fishing Lake Michigan has to offer.<br /><br />Code Blue is located at Harbour
Towne Marina, which is within 1000 feet of the Muskegon channels providing Code Blue the
quickest and easiest access to Lake Michigan and its bountiful fishery.<br /><br />Want the fight
of a lifetime?� Then come aboard Code Blue.� Captain Greg has been successfully fishing
and navigating the Great Lake of Michigan for over twenty years.� Code Blue starts fishing in
April and goes through October to ensure we stay on top of the fish all season long.� In fact
Captain Greg and his crew are so confident that they guarantee it.� If you do not catch a fish
while aboard Code Blue your next trip is free.<br /><br />Code Blue will supply you will all the
newest fishing rods and reels from major manufacturers.� We also carry an extensive line of all
the newest and hottest fishing tackle available.� Code Blue offers a luxurious fishing vessel
with a private marine bathroom/head, refrigerator, radio and even a place to escape from the
weather.� The 31' foot Tiara offers ample head and legroom with enough space to fish six
people comfortably.� Come experience this fantastic fishing vessel for your self.<br /><br
/>Captain Greg Wehler and his crew are looking forward to making your trip a memorable
experience.</p>  <div style="text-align: center;"><em>�THE FISH ARE OUT THERE.� ARE
YOU?�</em><br /></div>  <p>�</p>
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